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Welcome, Timothy Huggins

Delta Wildlife and Delta F.A.R.M. welcome 11-year
employee Tim Huggins into his new role as Executive
Director of the sister organizations.

Blood Trailing Dogs

You don’t want to miss this interview with Blood Trailing
Dogs co-founder Chad Smith. Delta Wildlife staff member
Steele Henderson sits down with Chad and dog Si for a
deeper look into tracking in the Delta.

Spittin’ & Drummin’ in the Delta:
The 2021 Spring Turkey Forecast

Mississippi Department of Wildlife Fisheries and Parks
Wild Turkey Program Coordinator Adam Butler gives
Delta Wildlife the inside scoop on what to expect for turkey
hunting in the South Delta this Spring.
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Perspective (noun) per·spec·tive | \ pәr-,spek-tiv:
a mental view or prospect // to gain a broader
perspective on the international scene

D

uck season 2020-2021 was feast or famine in the Mississippi Delta, with a heavy
emphasis on famine. Before the start of
the season, spirits were high. Breeding
numbers and reports from the prairie pothole region
were extremely positive. The North Dakota Game
and Fish Department spring survey estimated breeding duck populations at 4 million ducks, which was
18% above 2019 and 64% above the long-term average. In fact, the population estimate was the highest
since 2014. For the duck hunter, things were looking up.
Mississippi duck numbers at the start of the season were right on par with the
long-term average, so far so good. However, December duck numbers came in
at 25% below average, confirming the grumblings at the local coffee shop. Early
January counts came in, and Mallard numbers are almost 70% below the longterm average. The late January survey numbers increased, but it was too little too
late. Total duck numbers were nearly 40% below the long-term average.
So, what happened? As of January 31, it had been the warmest winter on record so far for the lower 48. Snowfall has been in short supply, with many cities in
the upper Midwest experiencing double-digit snowfall deficits as of this writing.
Waterfowl, especially mallards, are lazy. If they have easy access to food and
open water, then typically, they have no reason to migrate. Mild conditions persisted through much of the Midwest and Upper Midwest for almost the entirety
of our duck season. These mild conditions have a direct inf luence on Mississippi
duck numbers.
So, back to perspective. Should a duck season or any hunting season be measured on harvest numbers alone? I hope not. The 2020/2021 hunting season was
a welcome respite from the difficulties we all faced in 2020. Time spent outdoors
with friends and family away from the constant din of 24-hour news and social
media was a welcome break for many, me included. For the vast majority of hunters, hunting is a recreation; we aren’t hunting for survival, so we should enjoy
days spent afield regardless of the outcome. Most of my favorite hunting and
fishing memories don’t involve limits of game or fish. They involve close friends,
family, good dogs, recollections of previous seasons and loved ones who are no
longer with us.
“A hunt based only on trophies taken falls far short of what the ultimate goal should
be . . . time to commune with your inner soul as you share the outdoors with the birds,
animals and fish that live there.”
— Fred Bear
American bow hunter, bow manufacturer and author
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Welcome, Timothy Huggins
Delta Wildlife and Delta F.A.R.M.
Executive Director

D

elta Wildlife and Delta
F.A.R.M. are pleased to
welcome Tim Huggins
as the new Executive
Director. Tim is no stranger to
these sister organizations, having
joined the staff as a Natural
Resource Specialist 11 years ago.
A native of the Delta, Tim
grew up in Greenville where
he enjoyed a rich heritage of
duck hunting on the river
and fishing with his father
and grandfather. “As a child,
I vividly remember regularly jumping into the jon boat
before daylight to crappie or
bream fish with my granddad on
Lake Lee,” Tim recalls. When he
wasn’t tapping into the great outdoors, Tim spent his time playing
sports throughout high school at
St. Joseph Catholic School.
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RODNEY’S FRIED FISH
Hailing from a long line of seasoned
anglers, Tim shares a tried-and-true
family recipe:
This recipe works for just about any
fish, fillet or whole.
INGREDIENTS
R 2 pounds fillets
R 1 ½ cups buttermilk
R 2 tablespoons yellow mustard
R 1 ½ cup fine yellow cornmeal
R ½ cup all-purpose flour
R 1 tablespoon kosher salt
R 1 teaspoon black pepper
R 1 teaspoon paprika*
R 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper*
R Canola oil
R Thermometer
R Lemon wedges
*Paprika and cayenne may be substituted with Cajun seasoning but
be aware you will be adding more
salt as well.
INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1: Rub filets with yellow mustard and place in a Ziploc bag with
buttermilk. Remove as much air as
possible and refrigerate one hour.
Step 2: Stir together cornmeal, flour
and seasonings in a shallow dish.
Or if you’re feeling nostalgic pour
it all into a paper grocery bag and
shake vigorously. Afterall that’s how
granddaddy did it.
Step 3: Pour about two inches of
canola oil into a Dutch oven and
begin heating to 350°. Do not overheat.
smoking,
heat. IfIf your
yourgrease
greasestarts
starts
smokyou
a burnta flavor
your
ing, will
youimpart
will impart
burnttoflavor
fish,
conversely
not hot enough
will
to your
fish, conversely
not hot
cause
to your
turn out
enoughyour
will fish
cause
fish greasy.
to turn
This
is why having
accurate
out greasy.
This isanwhy
havingtheran
mometer
is so important.
accurate thermometer
is so Dredge
importfish
a few
a time
in cornant. filets
Dredge
fishatfilets
a few
at a
meal
mixture.
time in
cornmeal mixture.
Step 4: Working in small batches, fry until golden brown, turning
as needed.
needed. Five
Five minutes
minutes isis usually
usualenough
timetime
depending
on the
ly enough
depending
on size
the
of
your
timing as
needed
size
of fish.
yourAdjust
fish. Adjust
timing
as
but
be sure
thermomneeded
buttobewatch
sure your
to watch
your
eter.
Drain fish
on afish
wire
thermometer.
Drain
oncooling
a wire
rack
if you
have
one.
cooling
rack
if you
have one.
Serve with your favorite sides and
enjoy!
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Upon graduation, Tim attended Delta
State University where he majored in Biology with a minor in Geospatial Information
Systems. It was there he met Christina from
Kansas City who was attending DSU on a
soccer scholarship. The two were married and
are the proud parents of daughters Elizabeth
(5) and Charlotte (4). Currently residing
on Lake Washington, Tim enjoys spending
quality time with his girls, whether fishing or
taking nature hikes. “Just as I was fortunate
growing up, I want Lizzi and Charli to love
and appreciate the natural resources that surround us here in the Delta, whether it’s fishing, hunting or even exploring the butterfly
habitat at the Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge,” he comments. “I think we sometimes
take it for granted and overlook the beauty
and abundance of natural resources we have
right here in our own backyard.”
From an innate sense of environmental responsibility to working on numerous
conservation projects throughout college, to
choosing a career with Delta Wildlife, Tim
continues his heartfelt mission to enhance
and improve our Delta homeland. “It is incumbent upon us,” Tim continues, “and I
feel it’s our duty to do everything we can to
preserve our resources through our conservation efforts.”
Allan Grittman, President of Delta
Wildlife said, “We proudly welcome Tim

as Executive Director. He is already a very
respected and valuable part of the team, so
he was the obvious choice for this position.
We have full confidence that he will work
diligently to ensure the growth and stability
of this organization.”
“I am delighted that Tim Huggins has
been selected as the new Executive Director of Delta Wildlife and Delta F.A.R.M.,”
said Bubba Simmons, Chairman of Delta
F.A.R.M. “He brings a wealth of knowledge
and experience to the position, and I am
confident that the organizations will prosper
under his leadership.”

Experience the convenience
of the Planters Bank app.

“Whether it’s conservation, enhancement
and restoration of wildlife or farmland and
our natural resources, Delta Wildlife and
Delta F.A.R.M. serve as a tremendous resource.” Tim adds, “We are a small staff but
have a vast amount of knowledge and expertise in a wide array of topics, everything
from water management to feral hog control—whatever the issue. We are completely invested in the Delta and want to help
improve it now and for the generations that
will follow. Please utilize our services; we are
just a phone call away to lend support and
help you reach your goals.”
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Management

The Big Benefits of Fall Cover Crops
BY PARKER FREW

A

s we ride through the Mississippi Delta, a lot of us are noticing a few farmers that stand out during the fall, winter
and early spring months. Bright green fields compared to
the usual surroundings are slowly popping up everywhere.
Here in the Delta, we are accustomed to years of intense Fall tillage to
prepare fields for Spring planting. Leaving a field in bare dirt fully prepared for Spring has caused us to start noticing more issues each year.
While this reduces time spent in the Spring prepping the seed bed, it
may not be the best scenario for our environment. As stewards of the
land, we must learn to take care of what God has given us to ensure
that it lasts for many generations to come. The first step to adopting
cover crops is to gain knowledge of the true benefits of a healthy cover
crop. From a sustainable agriculture standpoint, cover crops have a
tremendous footprint on the environment.
Water Quality
Sediment is agriculture’s number one pollutant. That one statement
should change everyone’s mindset immediately upon reading it. Every
single species of cover crop increases time to runoff start and reduces
sediment loss. On average, cover crops reduce sediment losses from
erosion by over 20 tons per acre on conventional-till fields, 6 tons per
acre on reduced-till fields and 1 ton per acre on no-till fields. Some
species obviously provide much more biomass and cover than others,
but each species helps to hold the soil together and act as a shield from
the elements throughout Winter and Spring. For farmers that row up
in the late Summer and early Fall, cover crops can help to maintain
bed height and minimize soil loss throughout the entire landscape.
Even taking small steps such as planting pads with cover crops in the
Fall can help to maintain your soil structure and help learn first steps
of cover crop management.
Nutrient Sequestration
Nutrients are lost from agricultural fields by runoff water and
ground water. Cover crops such as a legume can help capture, hold
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and even add nutrients. Cover crop legumes like winter peas or hairy
vetch add a nitrogen benefit to a following crop if allowed to grow
long enough. Planting a legume the Fall before a crop such as corn
can be a huge benefit. Cover crops also help to sequester atmospheric
carbon (CO2) in the soil to help offset greenhouse gas emissions, such
as the carbon dioxide emitted by the burning of fossil fuels.
Weed Suppression
A healthy strong well-maintained cover crop competes strongly
with weeds for space, light, nutrients and moisture. This helps to dramatically reduce weed growth throughout the entire life of the cover
crop. Not only do cover crops fight weed growth while they are growing, they can help to reduce the establishment of unwanted weeds
throughout the rest of the year by simply blocking sunlight from the
weed seeds. Farmers that are interested in cover crops for the use of
weed suppression should look to choose a cover crop that establishes
quickly and provides a large amount of biomass to simply shade out
competitors during the Winter.
Infiltration and Drought Mitigation
A well-established Fall cover crop can help to reduce ponding and
runoff of rainwater by providing a fibrous root system that increases
porosity in soils. This can help when it comes to all aspects of precipitation including irrigation. It is possible to capture and hold enough
moisture to prolong the retention throughout dry periods in the year.
Cover crops help to increase cavities in the soil, called macro pores,
which can lead to improved infiltration of limited moisture, reduced
evaporation and cooler soils.
Delta F.A.R.M. continues to stay on the leading front of all aspects
in sustainable agriculture. In 2021, Delta F.A.R.M. will have more
than 6,000 acres of cover crop demonstrations spread throughout the
Mississippi Delta region. If you have a growing interest in the benefits
of cover crops, contact us at 662-686-3370 or email me directly at
parker@deltawildlife.org.

HUNT YOUR
OWN LAND.
Nobody can provide more rural loan expertise
than Southern AgCredit. Whether you’re looking
to finance land for hunting, fishing, or just living,
we’ve got you covered. So, if you’re ready to
hunt your own land, call us today.

SouthernAgCredit.com
(800) 449-5742
SPRING 2021
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Delta Wildlife News

Mississippi Timber Price Report
Row-crop commodity markets are the topic of many coffee shop
and tailgate discussions throughout the Delta. While not receiving as
much attention, the timber market is something that should be monitored and considered by forest landowners. Timber harvests, particularly in hardwoods, may occur in 10-15 year intervals and possibly
only 4-5 times throughout the life of a stand. This is drastically different from an annually harvested row crop in that harvest decisions
can have profound and long lasting effects, both in tree composition
and growth, and in monetary returns.
Mississippi State University conducts a quarterly survey of stumpage timber prices in Mississippi. Stumpage price refers to the amount
a landowner will receive per unit of timber harvested. This price report
is intended to serve as a general guide and provide a picture of current
market activity and how it relates to historic patterns. Specific management and harvest decisions should always be made in consultation with a Mississippi Registered Forester. Past and present reports
along with market commentary can be found at: http://extension.
msstate.edu/content/timber-prices-2013-present
TRENDS:
▶ As we wrap up 2020 with the uncertainties and volatility caused
by COVID-19, we look forward to improved timber markets. As
predicted, supply and demand relationships improved during the
4th quarter resulting in some price stability and increases. Prices
typically improve during the 4th quarter as wetter weather conditions return. The 4th quarter statewide stumpage prices for pine
products are in Table 1 and hardwood products are in Table 2. Figures reflect 10-year statewide average price trends.
▶ Compared to the 3rd quarter, statewide average prices increased
(0.7% to 37.8%) during the 4th quarter for all product classes.
However, prices decreased for some product classes in some regions. Timber sales seem to have increased over the 4th quarter
compared to the remainder of the year. Despite record lumber
prices during 2020, our abundant oversupply of standing timber
continues to be the main contributor to our stumpage prices.
▶ The housing market continued its upward trend since reductions
in March and April. Additionally, the unemployment rate, although
still high, has continually decreased since April. As the housing
market and unemployment rates continue to improve, timber markets may begin to recover. However, exports of logs and lumber
were still down compared to the previous year. Keep in mind, we
still face an enormous overabundant supply of standing timber in
Mississippi which will restrain stumpage price moving forward.
▶ Prices during the 1st quarter are expected to increase slightly,
primarily due to our typical winter weather conditions. Most economic forecasters still expect the recovery to be slower, lasting
throughout 2021. In addition to mill announcements last quarter,
Hankins Timber announced a new sawmill near Elliott and Idaho Forest Products announced a new pine sawmill in Lumberton with startup planned by 2022. Additionally, mills just outside
Mississippi have announced mill expansions which should benefit
Mississippi landowners as well.
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* IND = Insufficient or No Data Reported
** Product classes are often subdivided into small, medium and large categories. Prices vary
according to size.

* IND = Insufficient or No Data Reported
** Product classes are often subdivided into small, medium and large categories.
Prices vary according to size.

Source: Prices from 2010-2017 are from Timber-Mart South. 2018- current
prices are from Mississippi State University Extension.

Management

Spring Food Plots: Are you taking
advantage of our Habitat Seed Program?
SAM FRANKLIN

D

elta Wildlife staff receives calls every Spring about
the establishment and benefit of spring/warm season
food plots. The first questions we normally get are,
“What do I plant and when and how much do I devote
to planting?” i.e., cost, acreage, etc... The first thought would be
what critter do you want to target — deer, turkey, quail? Once you
have that nailed down, let’s figure out how many acres you want
to devote to this endeavor. Thinking deeper, is it even needed? If
you’re fortunate enough to harvest 160+ size deer consistently and
your 400-acre property lies in the middle of a soybean or corn farm,
then you could probably channel your efforts toward other projects.
But if you’re hunting a 1,000 acre 17-year-old pine plantation with
large amounts of open land/pasture conversion from previous land
practices, then yes, it is probably a worthwhile practice.
There’s also a feel-good index as well. If that process and finished
product gives you a good feeling, then by all means do it. The next
question is, “What critter am I allocating this effort, capital and time
toward?” Do you want to plant soybeans for deer, crimson clover for
turkey or brown top millet for quail? And even more importantly,
what are you trying to accomplish? Are you trying to address naturally occurring food shortages, or you trying keep wildlife on your property? All are fine reasons, and all are possible with time and work.
Let’s assume that deer is your critter of choice and let’s also assume
that you have the pine scenario mentioned above. Then yes, a 40-year
Bermuda pasture scattered throughout a pine plantation converted
to soybeans or deer vetch would benefit the deer several different
ways. Your conversion areas would need to be several acres each (the
bigger the better) so that the deer couldn’t clip every small plant that
came up. The bigger idea is for the plants to grow large and produce
gross biomass (the foliage), not necessarily the bean pods. So now
you could very well have a dual species warm season planting. Obviously, deer will eat the foliage but turkeys (assuming you have some)
will bring their poults to the bean fields to eat the insects associated

with that plant community, so it’s a win on both counts.
Now let’s look at the cost. A 50lb bag of soybean seed from a coop or ag supply store will run about $80/bag, which will plant about
1 acre. However, those that are Delta Wildlife members and utilize
the Delta Wildlife Habitat Seed Program can cut the cost per acre by
more than half. Our seed program (which include soybeans, corn and
grain sorghum) is regular production stock and allows the landowner on whatever scale they desire to provide for the wildlife on their
property year around. If you need help planning this process and the
execution, call the Delta Wildlife office for assistance, and we will be
happy to schedule a site visit and discuss your plans, site conditions
and how it all works together.
SPRING 2021
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Delta Flavor

Grilled Frog Legs
A Cold Beer

BY MARTHA HALL FOOSE

F

rog legs aren’t so much an acquired taste (the taste is great — I’ve
never met anyone who did not like them once they tried them)
as they just require some getting used to the idea of eating frogs.
Cold beer is the thing to drink with frog legs, but it is also a great
marinade to flavor and tenderize the meat.
INGREDIENTS
Serves 2
R 12 frog legs (6 saddles or pairs)
R 2 (12-ounce) bottles dark beer
R ¼ cup chopped onion
R 2 garlic cloves, minced
R ½ cup olive oil
R ¼ cup white vinegar
R 1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
R 1 teaspoon salt
R ½ teaspoon cayenne pepper
DIRECTIONS
1. Put the frog legs and beer in a large bowl and refrigerate for 1 hour.
2. Drain the frog legs and pat them dry. Combine the onion, garlic,
oil, vinegar, Worcestershire sauce, salt and cayenne in a bowl and
add the frog legs. Cover and refrigerate for 30 minutes.
3. Heat the grill to medium.
4. Remove the frog legs from the marinade; discard the marinade. Put
the frog legs on the grill, close the top, and grill for 3 minutes. Turn
and cook for 3 more minutes or until the meat is opaque at the bone.

Notes
A bunch of frogs is called an army.
We have a two-hour CD recorded out at Pluto of the frogs singing their
love songs on a hot, humid night. It is a remarkable symphony of summer.
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Martha Hall Foose is
the author of Screen Doors
and Sweet Tea: Recipes and
Tales from a Southern Cook,
the 2009 winner of the
James Beard Award for Best
Cookbook: American. She
is currently promoting her
second book, A Southerly
Course: Recipes and Stories
from Close to Home. Clarkson
Potter, a division of Crown
Publishing/Random House,
publishes both books.
Martha is a much sought-after speaker and food demonstrator, combining the art of cooking with storytelling. A
former food editor for Pillsbury Classics Cookbooks, she
has been honored by the Southern Independent Booksellers Alliance and serves as a contributor and food stylist for
numerous publications as well as the film industry, most
recently serving as a stylist on The Help. Martha has made
numerous television and radio appearances, including being
a recurring guest on ABC’S Good Morning America, CBS’
The Early Show, The Food Network’s Paula’s Best Dishes, and
Sirius/XM’s Martha Stewart Living.
She was born and raised in the Mississippi Delta where
relatives and neighbors on her family’s Pluto Plantation
helped her develop an open mind, a loving heart and keen
eye for detail. She began her culinary career working at a
bookstore café where she was charged with reading and preparing recipes from current cookbooks. This led to working
in bookstores and restaurants from Aspen to Vermont. Martha eventually landed in Los Angeles at Campanile/La Brea
Bakery where she remained for several years; she worked a
brief stint as pastry chef at Georgia, an upscale soul food
restaurant owned by what she calls “Hollywood bigwigs.”
Finally, embracing her destiny, she packed her clothes – and
plenty of stone ground grits – and set off for Paris, where
she studied pastry at the acclaimed École Lenôtre. She returned to Mississippi to open Bottletree Bakery in Oxford,
now considered a Southern institution. She married the
head baker at Bottletree, Donald Bender, sold the bakery,
and set off on a series of culinary adventures ranging from
safari camp cooking in South Africa, working as a pastry
chef at New Orleans’s Bayona, to consultant positions for
the Food Professionals Network, Carnival Cruise Lines,
Land O’Lakes and Häagen-Dazs. Weary of moving, missing
family and longing for predictable weather, Martha returned
to the Mississippi Delta where she served as Executive Chef
for Viking Cooking School, and later — along with her husband — established Mockingbird Bakery in Greenwood.
Martha currently resides in Greenwood but can often be
found with her husband and son on Pluto Plantation cooking, talking and laughing: all noted Mississippi pastimes.
Tales of the sweetness of a life (and ingredients) grown on
Pluto, of family and friends and folklore and fantasy combined with her culinary training and talent for artful communication has Foose on a cultural star trajectory.
BACKGROUND BY VECTEEZY.COM
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Blood Trailing Dogs
An interview with Chad Smith and Si
STEELE HENDERSON

D

eer hunting in Mississippi runs deep in
the roots of our culture. It brings people together through the months of October to January unlike anything else,
sometimes creating enemies, but mostly creating
relationships that will last a lifetime through the
gathering and the camaraderie of different groups
of individuals. There are many types of deer hunters from dog hunters to still hunters, all of which
have one thing in common — at one point or another they will need help tracking a deer after a
questionable shot.

I recently had the privilege of interviewing one of the best handlers in Mississippi, in my opinion. Chad Smith is one of the founding members of a group of 10 individuals who run a service called
Blood Trailing Dogs. This group works as a network during deer
season across the state allowing the public to utilize the benefit
of using a blood trailing dog to find their
deer. I believe this group of individuals are
some of the best in the state along with their
experienced high caliber deer trailing dogs.
As I spoke with Chad, I found him to
be very reserved and humble. What others
would brag about, he remained very modest
about in regard to the number of retrieves
that he or the other dog handlers located. I
discovered this was due to Chad’s upbringing. He explained that his grandfather, his
father and his mentor who taught him had
a motto, “They are a dog, and at the end
of the day they will act like one, so you
let other folks brag on them, and you stay
humble,” essentially meaning let the dog
do the bragging for you. Chad’s dog Si,
a Labrador Retriever, does just that. In
fact, this year Si retrieved his 600th deer
and concluded the season with a total of
647 — 107 from just this season.
Chad has owned dogs since the age of 15. In the beginning,
Chad would use Cur dogs to herd his cows, then used them to track
three or four deer each year. This is where it all started, and by word
of mouth, especially by the time he reached college, he focused on
one dog strictly for tracking. He still uses Cur dogs today, but his
main breed of choice is a Labrador Retriever. Ninety-five percent
of his tracks are in the Delta, and a large majority of the time they
end up in water. “Cur dogs don’t seem to handle the water as well
as the Lab does. The Lab seems to have a colder nose.” Utilizing

Si poses with his 600th track of
his career alongside Cauy Smith

the lab on his tracks has optimized
his success rate of his tracks.
In addition to Si, Chad has three
Cur dogs. He typically runs one
young dog and one older dog. Si, the
eight-year-old former drug dog who
did not quite meet the standards of
drug school was truly impressive.
Chad built on to his knowledge and
nose and trained him into a great
blood dog. There are recorded tracks
of Si pursuing deer through several hundred yards of water and even
across the Mississippi River on several
occasions during younger years.
Chad also explained that tracking is
not only for him — it is a family affair.
The whole family joins in including his 14-year-old son, Cauy, who
is becoming quite the handler himself. The increased popularity of
Blood Trailing Dogs has led to more frequent calls. Cauy has taken
on quite a few tracks without his dad present, only being accompanied by Chad’s close friends. “He shares the same passion I do as far
as hunting and the dogs. He has become quite the woodsman because of it,” Chad stated. “Ninety percent of our tracks are at night,
reading the dog, reading signs and getting around in the woods.”
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Si tracking another
deer through water

Chad jokes he is ready for Cauy to get his driver’s license to take
a little pressure off of him and some of the other handlers. “Cauy
played a big role in the largest deer tracked this year which scored
186 5/8. He showed great leadership on this track explaining to the
hunter on the last 100 yards, ‘Hey guys, this is where y’all stop, turn
your lights off and be really quiet until we move in and make sure
this deal is done’.”
A great factor in working a successful retrieve is the cooperation of the hunters upon the arrival of the dogs. Steps can be taken
before the dog’s arrival to help speed up the process. I asked Chad
what the biggest mistake hunters make before calling and asked
when it is best to back out. Chad specified, “When you stop tracking and go to searching is when it’s time to stop.” He means do not
follow blood until it runs out then start grid searching the area. He
said he has seen too many times where the hunters get to the last
spot of blood and can see on his GPS where the dogs start sniffing
everywhere. This stems from blood being on the hunter’s feet then
they go searching, creating multiple blood trails naked to the human eye but not to the nose of a well-trained tracking dog. “This
hinders the process,” he explains. “A good rule of thumb is if you
go 150 yards and have not found the deer, you didn’t shoot his heart
out, and you didn’t double lung him, there is a real good possibility
the deer is still alive. You don’t want to jump him. You should back
out to give me and Si the best chance of a retrieval.”
Some of Chad’s more memorable tracks were a pleasure to hear
about and enlightened me about he and the other handler’s integrity. His number one most memorable track was on the Superhunt,
a hunt held for youth with disabilities. Chad was called in on a
track for an individual who shot his first deer. They turned out on
a piece of meat in the food plot about the size of a penny. The deer
jumped at 200 yards and proceeded to make tracks through some
tornado timber for 3.3 miles in the Big Black River bottoms, finally
catching him in the Big Black. Chad said that the smiles on the
children’s faces meant more to him than any track.
His second most memorable track reveals how impressive Si is. A
bow hunter shot the deer just a touch back. Si began tracking a little
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Cauy Smith (background) pictured with Chandler
Rodgers and the 186” largest track of the year

over a mile through water that was so deep his paws barely touched
the bottom. This proves how the handlers have expertly trained
their dogs.
I highly recommend Chad and the Blood Trailing Dogs to anyone in the coming seasons. If there is one thing I learned by talking
with Chad, it is to stay humble, be respectful to other hunters and
to respect the animal. If you would like to contact Chad or any
of the other members of Blood Trailing Dogs, you can find them
on Facebook “Blood Trailing Dogs” or Instagram @bloodtrailingdogs.
Their cell phone numbers are listed to call them directly anytime.
Their track record is impeccable with a recovery rate of 85%. Do
not hesitate to reach out to this group, and happy hunting!

We’re here
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Delta Fauna

Snakebite Safety
BY ROBERT DALE

S

nakebite is an oft discussed issue among outdoor folks this
time of year. My guess is that about eight out of 10 people are afraid of all snakes, “the only good snake is a dead
snake.” It is certainly OK to be afraid of them, especially
if you cannot differentiate venomous snakes from non-venomous
ones.
With the recent flooding in some Delta areas, the Lake Washington Snake Rodeo and numerous other summertime outdoor activities, I want to update you with some recent statistics and treatment
recommendations for snakebites. Most snakebites occur between
April and October. Recent estimates in emergency medicine literature and the CDC (Center for Disease Control) suggest that of
approximately 45,000 snakebites per year in the United States, about
8,000 are from venomous snakes, and these account for fewer than
10 deaths per year. Ninety-nine percent of venomous bites are from
pit vipers, i.e., ; rattlesnakes, copperheads and water moccasins, and
1% from the much less common coastal coral snake. Also, approximately 30-40% of venomous bites are “dry bites,” as the snake strikes
in self-defense and usually does not inject venom.
Even if you do not like snakes, you should at least be able to recognize whether a snake has pit viper characteristics, which includes
a triangular head, heat-sensor “pits” under the eyes and elliptical
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pupils. These snakes will usually have two fangs, but occasionally a
snakebite victim may have only one puncture wound from a glancing
blow or from a snake in which a fang is missing. This is helpful information to the treating doctor in case you get bitten. A non-venomous snakebite may display teeth marks, maybe not much more than a
superficial abrasion or scratch but will not puncture deeply.
Steps To Take If Bitten
So, what do you do if you are bitten by a snake? Non-venomous
bites are usually associated with minimal or no pain. They are simply
treated as any other superficial wound and cleaned with an antiseptic
solution and antibacterial ointment application, as well as a tetanus
shot update.
Venomous bites, however, are potentially very serious, even though
most are not lethal. CDC says 10-44% of rattlesnake bites, though
usually non-lethal, may lead to disability through soft tissue loss
or amputation of body parts. The poison in a snake’s venom can
cause significant local tissue destruction, and in more serious bites
can cause internal bleeding, shock and death. It is important that
any poisonous snakebite be immediately evaluated by a doctor in an
emergency room. In the field, the victim should have the bitten arm
or leg splinted to immobilize it, and they should be kept calm during

Delta Fauna
the trip to the ER. Do not use a tourniquet as this can cause more damage
than the bite itself from cutting off the
blood supply to the extremity over long
periods of time. A light, constricting
rubber band is OK as long a pulse is
felt in the wrist or foot below the band.
NEVER cut and suck the bite site as
old literature might suggest, as it can
worsen the tissue destruction involved
with the bite. Carry a snake bite kit
found in most sporting goods stores
and use the suction cups to apply negative pressure at the bite site to help prevent the spread of the venom. Do not
apply heat or ice to the bite, as doing
either can activate protein complexes in
the poison that can enhance the effects
of the poison in the victim. Finally, try
to identify the snake. If you kill it, DO
NOT handle it as dead snakes can still
bite from reflexes. If you cannot physically retrieve or transport the snake,
take a picture with your cell phone.
In the ER, the doctor will assess the
victim for the degree of pain, swelling,
discoloration at the bite site, as well as
for any signs that the poison is spreading throughout the body. Dry bites
and minor bites with minimal swelling will require the above-mentioned
treatment and observation for several
hours before discharge home. More
serious bites will be treated with antivenin. A new antivenin has been developed from sheep serum to replace the
old horse serum antivenin that usually
made the recovering victim sick with a
delayed allergic reaction. This can also
occur with the sheep serum derivative
but is usually less severe. A patient with
signs of shock will be stabilized and
transferred to a trauma center.
Coral snakes do not have long fangs
and inject their venom by chewing it
into the victim. This snake is found in
Mississippi only in the coastal counties.
The venom is a neurotoxin meaning it
kills by attacking the nervous system
of its victims. A special antivenin had
been developed for its bite but has been
discontinued due to the expense of
producing it and the relatively few bite
encounters from this snake. Remember the pneumonic, “red on yellow, kill
a fellow; red on black, friend of Jack,”
as this relatively rare snake can be confused with the more common non-poisonous Scarlet king snake with similar
color bands.
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Personal Experiences
I have had the opportunity to care for
several snakebite victims over the years. Interestingly most have not required antivenin
treatment, and thankfully, none have died.
A couple of humorous stories come to mind.
One gentleman arrived in our ER in a state of
high anxiety from his nonvenomous bite from
a small garter snake. He repeated over and
over that he was going to die, and nothing we
could say or do would convince him otherwise.
He asked for a pen and piece of paper and proceeded to write his “last will and testament” on
it, and handed it to his nurse, instructing her
to give it to his wife when he died. We treated
his minor bite and discharged him home, with
him still adamant he was about to die. I suspect that more people probably die from snake
“fright” than snake “bite.”
Another encounter involved a young man
who was preparing to host a 4th of July party. He had already begun to party with “only
a couple of beers” when he noticed a small
Copperhead in his driveway. It bit him on
a finger when he picked it up to relocate it
from the party area. He told us, “I was afraid
someone might hurt the little fella!” He
needed no antivenin and was discharged with
a diagnosis of “alcohol induced snakebite!”
Another bite victim was a man training his
black lab to retrieve ducks in the summer using
a training dummy. His dog suddenly seemed
to be hung in an underwater brush top, so he
paddled over to it to free him. As he reached
under the lab to lift him into the boat, he felt a
sharp pain in his hand. Inspection showed he
had two puncture wounds close together and
realized he had been bitten by an unseen Cottonmouth, which can definitely bite underwater, in case you were wondering. This victim
spent several hours of observation in our ER
showing only mild swelling in his hand, required no antivenin and was discharged home.
Remember to always beware of snakes,
even in cool weather. While turkey hunting,
I have encountered a timber rattlesnake on a
cool morning in south Mississippi, a six-foot
Eastern Diamondback rattler in south Florida and a similar sized Western Diamondback
rattler in south Texas. And I once dispatched
a Cottonmouth Moccasin in 20-degree
weather in January in Issaquena county on a
rabbit hunt.
An excellent full color snake identification
app to have on your cell phone was created
by herpetologist and Professor Emeritus of
Ecology at the University of Georgia, Whit
Gibbons. Snakes of the Southeast is a wonderful ID app to have in the woods.
So, watch your step and where you put
your hand when on your outdoor adventures.
Be Safe!
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Rice makes shrimp better…
and not just on your plate.
Mississippi rice farmers are doing their part to
ensure that Gulf shrimp populations are healthy
and plentiful. How might you ask? Mississippi
rice producers are working to reduce the
amount of nutrients that leave their fields.
This ultimately helps to reduce Hypoxia in the
Gulf of Mexico, creating a healthier and more
productive fishery.

Delta Sportsmen
KID’S CORNER

Jack
Seward, 14

Gabriel
Theunissen, 12

December 29,
2020
Greenhill
Plantation,
Yazoo County
143 2/8”

Layne McIntire

Arcola
December 26, 2020
Harvested 1st Pintail with his retriever, Knox
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McIntire

Washington
County, 8pt
210 lbs
First Buck while
hunting with
Uncle Mike

Mackenzie Ainsworth, 12

First Buck and with her new gun she got for
Christmas and sighted that day
January 1, 2021
Leflore County

Mary Countiss Roberson, 11

First deer of the season and biggest to date
Taken opening day of youth season
136 7/8” 9 point
Leflore County

Harrison
Bradley
Ferguson, 8

First Deer
December 20,
2020
Madison County
Taken with a
Browning
7mm-08

Will Duncan Fratesi, 6

1st deer, 8 point, Washington County, Shooting .243
Son of Will and Kendall Fratesi, Grandson of Mark and Kathy Fratesi
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KID’S CORNER

Reed
McClurg, 11

200 lbs, 8 point
Warren County
Taken using
a Matthews
Mission Craze
II pulling 48
pounds

Zebedee Whatley, 8

8 point
Madison County
Hunting with his dad, Zeb
Shooting 7mm-08
Son of Zeb and Haley Whatley
Grandson of Mark & Kathy Fratesi and Jimmy
& Susu Whatley

Blane Williams, 10

First Deer
January 2, 2021
Carroll County
Delta Wildlife staff person Jody Acosta and
dog Joker assisted in retrieval

Sam Malouf, 11

First Buck
January 9, 2021
Flora
Guide – Justin Malouf
Son of late father Trip Malouf of Greenwood
Grandson of Dewey and Zada Malouf

Luke Owen, 4

First Deer
November 22, 2020
Warren County
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Bailey Gilbert Peyton, 8
Yazoo County Hills
Nov 7, 2020

Delta Sportsmen

The Cold Rising Water
PARKER FREW

“There's no such thing as bad weather, only inappropriate clothing.”

T

his is one of my favorite quotes when it comes to those
first fishing trips in the Spring. We all have hopes
of those beautiful days where everything seems to be
“Sunny and 75.” More times than not, this is far from
the case. I tend to fish through all 12 months, but for most, fishing
begins momentarily after hunting season ends. Historically here
in the Delta, we seem to get our coldest days around late February
and March. These are some of the absolute best times to fish but
for a lot of us, these are also the best days for a good long nap in the
chair in front of the fireplace. We really tend to start dispersing to
the lake around late March and early April. Just as the water begins
to warm and the days become longer, we usually get slammed with
a 6-inch spring rain followed by a rising river and below average
temperatures. This can absolutely mess up all types of preconceived
fishing notions if you are not prepared to change.
1. Bundle Up And Be Prepared
I used to be the world’s worst when it came to being dressed for the
conditions. We all want it to be warm and nice outside but we can’t
determine what season we want on a given day. When you are cold
or wet and miserable, you will fish just like you are miserable. Dress
in layers. You can always bring it with you and take it off throughout
the day. Having it at home and not wearing it means you might as
well just not have it at all. Stay warm and be as comfortable as pos-

sible. Cold wet days can be some of the best days for fishing. Once
you are comfortable, you can focus on the catching part of fishing.
2. Follow The Water
I like to make things as simple as possible when it comes to bass
fishing. The simpler I can make something, the more likely I am to
understand it and believe in it. As a general rule of thumb, I tend
to match the conditions to the movement of fish. When the water
begins to rise, so do the fish. Fish do not like to float around in the
middle of nothing. They will almost always relate to something.
In the Spring, often they will follow the water line as long as it
continues to rise. Fish will vacate an area and move hundreds and
hundreds of yards in a single day. Stay on top of them. This can
mean digging to access areas that you have never fished before. As
water finds new ground, it brings in tons of forage for small bait
fish and bluegill. These areas tend to also warm much faster than
deep areas of the lake. Small backwater pockets that seem so small
compared to the main water can be some of the best honey holes
this time of year.
3. Get Shallow And Then Get Shallower
One of the most amazing things you will see as a bass fisherman is just how shallow fish can live. Bass love to go up as far as
possible in the spring. Whether you have muddy rising water, or
crystal clear water flooding through submerged bushes, fish will
get shallow. They are curious about new areas just as we are. When
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water temperatures start to hover around the high 50’s to low 60’s,
this is when you can find fish almost living on land. Don’t be afraid
to fish 6-18 inches of water. One of the best things you will ever
see is a bass streak violently across water only inches deep as soon
as your bait gets anywhere near it. This column of water tends to
be overlooked in a lot of cases. Typically, bass anglers will focus on
water with visible targets located in 2-3 feet of water. In a lot of
people’s eyes, this is “shallow.” A crawfish or a small bluegill only
needs enough water to cover its back. Bass are actively targeting
these types of bait so they will push as shallow as they absolutely
can. It can be a hard concept to grasp at first but once you see it, you
will be absolutely obsessed with digging to new areas.
4. Cover Water
In the late winter to early spring months, bass tend to group up
and move around a lot. These fish are actively searching for new
areas to spawn or feed. When looking for them, it is important to
set a limit on how long you focus on one area. Typically, when you
find these fish, they can be easy to catch. The key is simply finding
them. If you have caught a few and bites begin to slow, don’t lose
hope. Most of the time they did not quit feeding, they simply just
kept moving. You may be able to come right back to the same area
later and do it all over again, but for the time being, look for other
areas that replicate this one spot. Use baits that allow you to cover
water then slow down and pick it apart with a slower bait once you
have located them.
5. The Fall
Just as the water came up like a rocket, it can fall like one too. In
a normal situation, a river system or lake will rise in early Spring
and begin to fall shortly after. When water levels start to fall, this
is when I switch to a completely different mindset. Just as I mentioned before, bass tend to follow water movement so they will
move to a deeper area of the water column. This is when I start to
target “ambush areas.” All of the bait that once moved so shallow
will now begin to move right back out deep. Bass tend to set up
in areas where they can somewhat avoid the current, but be close
enough that they can catch a bite to eat as it comes by. This is when
main channels drain or cuts begin to be a huge player. Ditches or
pipes that simply neck down all of the water draining through an
area can be a bass factory. Bass will pile up on the downstream side
and begin to gorge themselves. These can be some of the most fun
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days on the water you will ever have.
So when it comes to gearing up for those first bass fishing trips
of the year, be prepared for what Mother Nature throws at you. As
bad as we all want it to be, it is just not quite summer yet. We are
going to have cold days that bring a constantly changing water system. Get out of your comfort zone and search for new areas. Bass
do not have day jobs so they have a lot of time to swim as free as
they please. Get shallow and find areas that provide cover and food
for these curious fish. And last but not least, stay ahead of them
when things start to return to normal. Position yourself to intercept
as they come back to their summertime haunts. Late winter and
spring can provide you with some of the worst conditions possible
but don’t let this deter you one bit. Walk across that boat ramp
bundled up like Ralphie’s little brother and go catch ’em!

we believe in
giving you choices,
not limitations
When you talk to Syngenta, the conversation
is about you: your fields, your plans, your
challenges, your business.
Can we help you get better stands, fight
weeds and pests, and break through yield
barriers? With our industry-leading portfolio
in crop protection, seeds, seed treatments
and traits, the answer is usually yes.
But important as great products are, we
know that what really matters is helping
you succeed.
So we believe in giving you choices, not
limitations. Tools, not barriers. Collaboration,
not manipulation.
Let’s work together – toward your success.

© 2017 Syngenta. The Syngenta logo and Bringing Plant Potential to Life are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. www.syngenta.com
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Delta Mushrooms in all Seasons:
Spring Bloomers
BY A. DAN WILSON

T

he arrival of springtime in Mississippi Delta woodlands provides opportunities for observing a different
assemblage of macrofungi species that colonize woody
substrates and duff in the forest floor. Forest soils are
still saturated with moisture, carried over from winter rains and
additional spring precipitation. These conditions favor the rapid
formation of “fairy rings” in the landscape, consisting of mushrooms that develop in a circular pattern around a central, buried
source of decomposing wood or other organic matter. All of the
living cells in small mushroom buds
simply absorb water and expand like
Part 2 of a series
a sponge to generate full-sized mushrooms literally overnight. This is the
time to see a new group of spring-blooming vernal species within
all three major groups of functional niches found among woodland macrofungi, including mycorrhizal, parasites/pathogens and
decomposers. Wildlife species, especially squirrels, other rodents
and deer regularly consume fleshy mushroom forms for moisture
and nutrition when available.
Mycorrhizal Fungi
Mycorrhizal species that develop mutually beneficial symbiotic
associations with roots of certain Delta forest trees, form unique
fruiting structures during spring months. The Boletes (Boletus species) comprise a large group of important mycorrhizal fungi characterized by pores on the undersurface of the cap rather than gills
of true Agaric mushrooms. The Edible Bolete (Boletus edulis) fruits
under cool moist conditions beneath conifers and broadleaf trees.
It forms a light brown sticky cap usually on a short, white stubby
stalk with a net-like surface and a pleasant nutty-sweet odor and
taste. By contrast, the Chanterelles (Cantharellus species) develop
blunt gill-like folds that run down the stalk beneath the cap. The
Golden Chanterelle (Cantharellus cibarius) appears in late spring on
buried roots or wood under broadleaf hardwoods, especially oaks,
with pale yellow to golden-amber fruiting bodies. These should
not be confused with the larger, similarly colored but poisonous
Jack O’ Lantern Mushroom (Omphalotus illudens) with sharp true
gills which form in clusters at the base of dead hardwood stumps.
The gills of O. illudens are bioluminescent with fresh specimens
emitting green light in the darkness.
Russula mushrooms (Russula species) are another important
group of mycorrhizal fungi in mixed Delta forests, especially those
containing oaks. This group is known for frequently producing a
milky latex substance when the fruiting bodies are cut. The Black
and Purple Russula (Russula atropurpurea) produces dark purplish-red caps and white stalks on acid soils in early to mid-spring,
preferring associations with oak and beech roots, but occasionally
conifers. The Delicate Russula (Russula delica) forms white fruiting
bodies without latex under broadleaf trees growing on calcareous
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Golden Chanterelle

(Cantharellus cibarius)
and siliceous soils in late spring. The Edible Russula (Russula vesca) also forms in late spring on siliceous soils in broadleaf and coniferous woods, but has an edible pale flesh-pink to wine-brown
or hazel-colored cap and white stalk. The Green Cracked Russula (Russula virescens) initially forms gray to bluish-green fruiting
bodies with white stalks in late spring on acid soils in broadleaf
woodlands. Fruiting bodies change to brown and white coloration
at maturity. The occurrence of cracked or quilted upper-cap surfaces are unique traits found only in a few Russula species. This fungus
has a pleasant, sweet flavor and excellent edibility.
Parasites and Pathogens
Several distinctive parasitic fungi appear during spring months
in Delta bottomland forests. The Horse Hoof Fungus (Fomes fomentarius), also known as Amadou or Tinder Conk, is among the
most common species found on the main trunks of broadleaf trees
such as oaks, pecan, beech and persimmon (Diospyros species). It is
a perennial polypore that causes a white heart-rot on living trees,
but continues to fruit and live as a saprophyte on standing dead
and dying trees as well as on stumps and logs of fallen trees. The
inedible fruiting bodies develop as large horse hoof-shaped conks,
generally pale to dark gray with prominent layers and furrows. The
texture is hard, woody and fibrous, providing good natural materials that may be pressed into felt-like fabrics for making hats. Beige
to brown dyes may be extracted from dried conks. Medicinal properties of chemicals derived from ground up conks include remedies
for arthritic pain and applications as therapeutic teas, antibacterial
wounds dressings, styptics, which stop bleeding, and certain malignancies.

Delta Flora

Horse Hoof Fungus

(Fomes fomentarius)

Sweet Knot Fungus

(Globifomes graveolens)

Shaggy Polypore

(Inonotus hispidus)

The Sweet Knot Fungus (Globifomes
graveolens) is another distinctive spring
polypore that forms annual or perennial,
hoof-shaped to columnar fruiting bodies,
cinnamon-brown in color and with lighter
scalloped tan margins. This species also
causes a white heart-rot on several broadleaf species, but most frequently on living
and dead oaks.
The Shaggy Polypore (Inonotus hispidus) forms thick and large reddish-orange
to brown flat polypore-type conks often
at the bottom of large active cankers on
the main trunks of living trees, mostly in
oaks, but occasionally on other hardwood
species. This is a relatively aggressive sapwood pathogen that causes white heart-rot
of sapwood in the main stem of affected
trees. Trees with significant amounts of
decayed wood in the trunk are susceptible
to breakage due to high winds during thunderstorms.
The Split-gilled Mushroom (Schizophyllum commune) is probably the most widely
distributed mushroom in the world. It forms
small, gray to flesh-colored or occasionally white, annual mushrooms covered with
grayish-white hairs on living hardwood
trees, usually those in poor health and also
on dead stumps and limbs on the ground.
The cap may sometimes exhibit concentric
zones. Gills on the underside of the cap are
grayish-white to pink tinged and characteristically split lengthwise into two layers that
curve away from each other in a repeating
branched pattern toward the margin. The
mushrooms may form on the trunks and
limbs of many broadleaf trees.
Decomposers
Decomposer fungi provide the important
function of breaking down woody organic
matter for recycling carbon and nutrients
for the next generation of forest trees. The
Thick-maze Polypore (Daedalea quercina)
is a spring-blooming species that forms
white to pale brown or grayish annual or
perennial bracket-like fruiting bodies, either solitary or in stacked groups that are
broadly attached to dead wood, primarily
on standing oaks, but occasionally on other
broadleaf trees. The white to light brown
elongated pore surface on the cap reverse
forms a maze-like distinctive pattern. The
inedible conks are hard, tough, leathery and
corky. Beige-colored pigments extracted
from the dried fruiting bodies have been
used to dye wool and silk. The Thin-walled
Maze Flat Polypore (Daedaleopsis confragosa) has some similar features to D. quercina, including the annual, bracket-like gray
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Artist’s Conk Fungus

(Ganoderma applanatum)

to reddish-brown fruiting bodies and maze-like pore surface, but
with more pronounced zonate cap and thinner sharp, more flexible
cap margin. This saprophyte commonly occurs on the dead wood
of beech, birch, willow and occasionally oaks.
The Artist’s Conk Fungus (Ganoderma applanatum) develops
perennial, hoof-shaped to fan-shaped bracket gray to brown fruiting bodies on the wounds of living trees and on stumps and logs.
The pore surface is white to dingy yellow, but it becomes brown if
bruised with a sharp stylus. Nature artists take advantage of this
peculiar trait by using it as a natural canvass for etching the images
of plants and animals (into the pore surface itself) which become
permanent once the fruiting bodies are dried. Chemical extracts
from the conks have been used in traditional Chinese medicine for
their anti-tumor, anti-bacterial and antibiotic properties. Certain
chemicals have been used to treat a variety of cancers and are valued
for their immune-stimulating effects. Pigment extracts from conks
have been used to produce dyes for wool and other protein-based
natural fibers.
The Crown-tipped Coral fungus (Artomyces pyxadata), classified
by some taxonomists as a Clavicorona species, is among the very
few coral fungi species that fruit directly on wood. This fungus
produces white to pale lavender or tan-colored fruiting bodies with
tree-like or coral-like branches having small pointy crowns at the
tips of terminal branches that form at the top of the fruiting body.
The somewhat hard fruiting bodies are considered edible with a
hot, peppery taste when raw, but are better cooked due to possible
cathartic effects. Several sesquiterpene compounds with possible
medicinal properties, including pyxidatols A-C, tsuicoline E and
omphadiol have been isolated from this fungus.
The Morels (Morchella species), previously mentioned in Part 1
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Sweet Knot Fungus

(Globifomes graveolens)

(winter bloomers) of this series, also commonly form in the duff on
the forest floor, especially under ash (Fraxinus species) and sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) trees during spring months from midMarch to April. These fungi are zealously collected by mushroom
hunters for their delicious nutty flavor. They form erect, spongelike fruiting bodies often with a thick, light tan to brown stalks and
pitted and ridged caps.
Wilson is a research scientist (pathologist) for the USDA Forest Service,
Southern Hardwoods Laboratory in Stoneville, Mississippi.
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Delta Sportsmen
2021 Spring Turkey Hunting Seasons & Bag Limits
Season

Dates

Bag Limit

Youth
(Private and authorized state and federal
public lands; youth 15 and under.)

March 8 – 14

See Spring season for bag limit.

Spring

March 15 – May 1

One (1) adult gobbler or 1 gobbler with a 6-inch or longer beard
per day, 3 per Spring season. Hunters 15 years of age and
younger may harvest 1 gobbler of choice (any age) per day, 3
per spring season.

Reporting Your Turkey Harvests

Step 1. Before You Go Hunting
Obtain a hunting license (unless exempt) and harvest record.
Two types of harvest records are acceptable, a digital record or a
printed form. Digital record keeping may be done through the
Game Check feature found within the free MDWFP app. Register
in the app and it will be your official harvest record. A printed form
can be found online at http://www.mdwfp.com/media/256442/
19-turkey-harvest-reporting-game-check-v5.pdf.
Step 2. When You Harvest A Turkey
The reporting process must begin before you move the turkey
from its harvest location. Using the Game Check feature, click the

REPORT TURKEY button and complete and submit an entry. If
there is no cellular coverage where you hunt, the app will automatically upload your harvest when coverage resumes. Using the printed
form method, notch the corresponding month bubbles.
Step 3. After You Hunt
Using the Game Check feature, you have no additional requirements. Using the printed form, you must report the harvest through
the MDWFP website or by calling 1-800-BE-SMART before 10
p.m. on the day of harvest.
There are Three Ways to Report:
R MDWFP app
R Online at mdwfp.com/gamecheck
R Call 1-800-BE-SMART
Once you complete the harvest-reporting process, you will receive a confirmation number. This number must be documented on
the harvest record.

JOE MAC HUDSPETH

B

y reporting your turkey harvests, you will aid the future
of wild turkey conservation in Mississippi. Reporting
through the MDWFP Game Check system is quick and
easy, and it is mandatory for all turkey hunters. The basics of Game Check are outlined below.
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Spittin’ & Drummin’
in the Delta
THE 2021 SPRING TURKEY FORECAST
BY ADAM B. BUTLER

M

ark Twain once said, “The Mississippi River will always
have its own way; no engineering skill can persuade it
to do otherwise.” For a man as oft quoted as Twain,
this may be the truest words he ever spoke. Whether or
not the Mississippi River will flood is not much of a question. The
more pertinent issue is when? If you happen to be hopelessly addicted
to the gobble of the wild turkey on crisp spring mornings, the worst
scenario imaginable is a spring flood.

Spring floods pose a double whammy to
hunters near the River. The most immediate fallout from elevation’s relationship to
flood stage is your favorite little corner of
turkey country may well go underwater for
most of March and April. Since turkeys are
not prone to swim to yelps and cackles, a
flood coinciding with turkey season could
mean either waiting until next year or imposing on friends in the hills. However, the
more consequential outcome is that hens
cannot nest underwater. As such, a poorly
timed spring flood washes away the year’s
reproduction, leaving an effect that will be
felt long after the floodwaters recede.
The interplay between the birds and the
water makes turkey populations along the
Mississippi River and its tributaries some
of the easiest in the country to understand.
If the Mississippi outstretches its banks
from April to June, nest success plummets
and populations dwindle. On the other
hand, due to an abundance of good habitat, a floodless spring along the river usually translates into a better hatch than other
regions experience. And thus, turkey numbers are cyclical in the Delta, with dramatic
booms and busts that are a consequence of
precipitation and snowmelt occurring hundreds of miles to the north.
Over the past decade, the Mississippi
River has exceeded flood stage during the
wild turkey nesting and brooding season
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more times than not. Data collected by the
Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks (MDWFP) illustrates how
populations have responded to this stretch.
When it comes to turkeys, the MDWFP
relies on two primary sources of information. First, the agency conducts a “brood
survey” each summer. This project utilizes
observations from field staff, partner organizations and private citizens to tally the
number of newly hatched turkeys (known
as poults) seen during June, July and August, against the number of adult turkeys
from previous years. The ratio this provides
gives an indication of whether the summer’s
reproductive output will be sufficient to
overcome natural losses sustained throughout the year (and thereby grow the population), or whether it will not.
A second source of information at the
agency’s disposal is the Spring Gobbler
Hunting Survey. The SGHS is comprised
of observations from legions of volunteer
hunters throughout the state. Participants
record data from their outings, including
the county or hunting club the amount of
time they spent in the woods, how many
turkeys they heard and saw, and information about any toms they harvest. The trend
data acquired from each of these datasets
paints a detailed picture about the health of
local populations and can be used to offer
expectations about upcoming seasons.
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PHOTOS BY MARY CATHERINE BROOKS

JOE MAC HUDSPETH

Flood Related Issues
Brood data suggests turkey reproduction in the Delta has been on
a roller coaster ride over the last several years. Observations tallied by
SGHS hunters corroborate these findings. Overall, turkey sightings
have been on a downward trend since 2015 and reached their lowest point in over two decades last spring. A question on the minds
of many hunters is the degree to which the unprecedented flood of
2019 played into 2020’s Spring season. The poult-per-hen (PPH)
ratio calculated for the Delta from the 2019 brood survey was an
abysmal 0.1, meaning only a single poult was produced for every 10
hens in the population. Reproduction so low obviously causes the
population to dwindle, and so its unsurprising observations would
drop the following year.
Where the 2019 flood differed from most was the length of time
the water stayed up. Normal floods lasting days or weeks are typically
of no concern for the survival of adult turkeys. They scratch out a living amongst treetops or on isolated pockets of dry ground. The 2019
flood lasted for nearly eight months, substantially longer than normal and possibly longer than turkeys could survive under extremely
stressed conditions. Little is known about the upper tolerance for
turkeys subjected to flooding. In a study conducted in the Atchafalaya River basin in Louisiana, only one of four radio-tagged turkeys
survived the month-plus flooding that occurred when the Morganza Spillway was opened in 2011. While this is a small sample size
from which to draw conclusions, it demonstrates that flooding of the
duration experienced during 2019 is well past the extent necessary
to affect turkey survival. Based on camera surveys conducted in the
south Delta by the MDWFP and the 50% decline in the observation rate of turkeys by SGHS hunters, it does appear the 2019 flood
wreaked havoc on the standing population by causing considerable
adult mortality.
2021 Expectations
So, what should Delta hunters expect for 2021? The good news
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The good news is that there
should be a noticeable increase
in total turkey numbers on most
properties with higher ground
along the Mississippi River.
is that there should be a noticeable increase in total turkey numbers
on most properties with higher ground along the Mississippi River.
Brood surveys from the summer of 2020 suggested very good reproduction in these areas. Nonetheless, given how far populations spiraled, overall numbers may not yet have rebounded to levels enjoyed
in past years. Properties from Washington County to the Tennessee line should see an obvious increase driven by a sizeable flock of
young-of-the-year birds.
On the other hand, the bad news is there will likely be very few
state-legal adult gobblers. Jake sightings were few and far between
last spring, and as mentioned above, many of the birds hatched in
2018 or earlier did not survive the 2019 flood. This is especially true
in Issaquena, Sharkey and Humphreys Counties. Populations in
these areas were absolutely decimated in 2019 and may not provide
quality hunting for several more years. Bottomline, this may be a season in which turkey hunters in the Delta will be forced to be conservative with what they take during March and April, but if luck holds
and Old Man River behaves, better times should be coming soon.
Adam Butler is a wildlife biologist serving as the Wild Turkey Program
Coordinator for the MDWFP. If you would like to assist the MDWFP
in monitoring Mississippi’s turkey population, please consider joining in
the Spring Gobbler Hunting Survey. Enroll online at www.mdwfp.com/
wildlife-hunting/turkey-program/spring-gobbler-hunter-survey/ or by
calling the MDWFP Wildlife Bureau at (601) 432-2199.
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Management

Protecting Nature Protects
Health, Natural Heritage
DR. BETH HARLANDER BAKER

Assistant Extension Professor Wildlife, Fisheries and Aquaculture
MSU Extension Service

E

very living creature, including humans, depends on shelter
and the availability of adequate and safe food and water
to survive. Protecting natural resources like soil and water is critical for human health and sustaining populations.
When we conserve water and protect water quality, we protect our
own health by ensuring safe and adequate supplies of water for drinking, domestic uses, recreation and economic development. Practicing
land management that conserves soil and maintains its quality secures
the resources that produce ample food, fiber and fuel products.
Protecting our natural resources ensures a legacy for future generations of animals and humans alike. Our natural heritage — water, air,
environments, geological features and the biodiversity of plant and
animal life — is inherited from past generations, maintained by present generations and bestowed to future ones.
Much of Mississippi’s unique natural heritage is found underwater.
In fact, the Southeast boasts the greatest freshwater fish diversity in
the country, and Mississippi ranks fifth in fish diversity among all
other states in the nation.
Several fish species are endemic to the state, meaning they are only
found here. Endemic species include the Bayou darter, Yazoo shiner
and Yazoo darter. A fourth species, the Pearl darter, occurred only in
Mississippi and Louisiana. Because the Pearl darter is thought to be
extinct in Louisiana, it may be found only in Mississippi now.
The Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks has
a program that tracks and maps Mississippi’s rarest animals, plants,
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exemplary natural communities and special geological features. Many
of the animals in this program are aquatic, including mussels, crayfish, fish, amphibians and reptiles. Aquatic creatures are impacted by
pollutants and water quality degradation, as well as changes in water
flow patterns. Water flows are influenced by precipitation and land
use changes, such as urban development, as well as removing natural
habitats like forests, grasslands and wetlands.
An endangered species is one where populations are threatened
to a point that extinction might be possible if action is not taken.
Endangered species represent a potential loss to Mississippi’s natural
heritage, identity and legacy. This Spring, consider ways to protect
nature and give the gift of health and natural heritage.
There are several easy ways to act in your community:
 Shopping companies that tell customers about their production
standards and methods;
 Conserving water in your home and reducing food waste;
 Planning outdoor family activities such as visiting state parks,
hiking, biking, wildlife watching or hunting;
 Decorating with items found in nature; Purchasing LED lights
and putting the lights on a timer;
 Donating to a local environmental organization instead of gifts;
 Buying from a local producer for meals;
 Disposing of trash correctly and picking up waste when you
see it outdoors; and reducing your consumption of single-use
plastics.
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